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!! The project 
!! Organizational culture theory 
!! IAEA and nuclear safeguards: why a cultural 

approach? 
!! Purveyors & guardians of safeguards culture 
!! Wider cultural context!the IAEA and the UN 
!! What is IAEA safeguards culture? 
!! Cultural change post-Iraq 
!! Conclusions and recommendations 



 
!!use organizational culture theory to investigate 

IAEA safeguards culture 
!!  examine to"what extent"a new safeguards culture 

has embedded itself post-Iraq 
!!determine how an optimal safeguards culture 

might be cultivated at the Agency 
!! leave states’ safeguards culture to another project 



!! the term ‘safeguards culture’ used by IAEA, 
government officials, experts 

!! no IAEA study or documents or academic or other 
research 

!! no agreed international definition (cf. nuclear 
safety & security) 

!! advances in safety culture and security culture 
suggest need for attention to safeguards culture 

!! IAEA claims it deliberately set out to change its 
safeguards culture after Iraq 

!! the cultural approach is revelatory 



!! consulted organizational culture literature and 
experts 

!! researched documentary and secondary sources 
(IAEA documents, memoirs of DGs and inspectors, 
expert analysis) 

!! interviews with former IAEA officials, inspectors 
and national authorities 

!! lessons from safety and security culture 
!! Safeguards Culture workshop at Harvard, May 2014 
!! eavesdropping at safeguards community jamborees 

(e.g. INMM Annual Conference in Atlanta) 
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Artifacts 
Visible organizational structures & processes 

Espoused values 
Strategies, goals, philosophies 

Basic underlying assumptions 
Unconscious, taken-for-granted beliefs, 

perceptions, thoughts, feelings 



!! powerful, latent, often unconscious forces that 
determine individual and collective behaviour 

!! group property, based on social learning through 
common experience (socially constructed) 

!! deep, broad, stable and hard to change 
!! a failing organization may mean culture has 

become dysfunctional and must change 
!! cultural change comes most readily after crisis 
!! never start with the idea of changing culture but 

with issues the organization faces 
!! leadership and incentives are key 
 





 
!! difficult to determine origins 
!! insiders may have deep knowledge, but outsiders 

have perspective 
!! researching culture may change it 
!! the field is divided on research methods 
!! investigating cultural assumptions can be 

threatening!akin to psychoanalysis 
!! a culture may be embedded in other cultures or be 

the sum of other cultures 
!! sometimes culture is not the problem (see following slide 

courtesy John Carroll, MIT) 
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Strategic Design 
Organizations are machines 

An organization is a mechanical system 
crafted to achieve a defined goal.  Parts 

must fit well together and match the 
demands of the environment. 
Action comes through 

planning. 

Cultural 
Organizations are institutions 

An organization is a symbolic system of 
meanings, artifacts, values, and routines.  

Informal norms and traditions exert a 
strong influence on behavior. 

Action comes through habit. 

Political 
Organizations are contests 
An organization is a social system 

encompassing diverse, and sometimes 
contradictory, interests and goals.  

Competition for resources is expected. 
Action comes through power. 



 
Technical objectives 
 
"! ‘the timely detection of diversion of significant quantities of 

nuclear material from peaceful nuclear activities to the 
manufacture of nuclear weapons or of other nuclear explosive 
devices or for purposes unknown, and deterrence of such 
diversion by risk of early detection’ 

"! ‘… a second technical objective is pursued, viz, the detection of 
undeclared nuclear material and activities …’ 

 
Safeguards techniques 
"! include evaluation of state declarations; nuclear material 

accountancy; on-site inspections of various kinds; sampling; 
remote monitoring; information analysis (including open source 
and intelligence) 

 



!! triggered largely by Iraq case (early 1990s), but 
also informed North Korea and South Africa cases 

!! two-part strengthening: 
  - measures routinely available under 

 existing comprehensive safeguards 
 agreements 

  - Additional Protocol 
!! new emphasis on verifying ‘correctness and 

completeness’ implying greater attention to 
potential undeclared materials/facilities and 
adoption of a state-level concept 

 



!! Safety Culture: ‘assembly of characteristics and attitudes in 
organizations and individuals which establishes that, as an 
overriding priority [emphasis added], protection and safety 
issues receive the attention warranted by their 
significance’ (IAEA Glossary) 

  
!! Security culture :‘assembly of characteristics, attitudes and 

behavior of individuals, organizations and institutions which 
serves as a means to support and enhance nuclear 
security’ (IAEA Implementing Guide, 2008) 

 
!! Safeguards culture: assembly of characteristics, attitudes and 

behavior of individuals and organizations which supports and 
enhances nuclear safeguards (and more broadly the 
nonproliferation of nuclear weapons)  



!! safety and security cultures more readily 
personalized and actionable 

!! safety culture presumes a priority be given to 
safety 

!! primary responsibility for safety and security 
is the state & nuclear operators: IAEA legally 
and substantively responsible for application 
of nuclear safeguards to states 



 
 

 

IAEA 
•! General Conference, Board of 
Governors, member states 
•! Director General and Deputy 
DGs 
•! Department of Safeguards 
(policy, management, analysts, 
inspectors) 
•! other departments (Legal, 
Public Information) 
 

states 
•!foreign ministries 
•!safeguards 
authorities (State 
Systems of 
Accounting and 
Control) 
•!atomic energy 
authorities and labs 
•!nuclear industry 

regional 
organizations 
EURATOM, 
ABACC, nuclear 
weapon-free 
zone 
organizations 

non-
governmental/ 

scientific 
community 
e.g. INMM, 

ESARDA, VERTIC, 
MTA 



Cultural artifact 1: the IAEA’s self-description 
‘an independent, intergovernmental, science and technology-based 
organization in the United Nations system that serves as the global 
focal point for nuclear cooperation’ 
 
Cultural artifact 2: UN employment practices 
‘The Agency shall be guided by the principle that its permanent staff 
shall be kept to a minimum’ (IAEA Statute, Art. VII.C) 
 
Cultural artifact 3: all IAEA programs are created equal 
The Agency’s website, major publications (including the 50th 
anniversary book) treat all IAEA programs as equally important or give 
undue prominence to peaceful uses for development 



!! Safeguards Department is largest in the Agency, 
with largest share of regular budget (37%) 

!! only department with dedicated inspectorate with 
legal authorities; regional offices (Toronto & 
Tokyo); and Strategic Plan 

!! only department with restricted access, due to 
safeguards confidentiality 

!! legal artifacts: Statute, NPT, several types of legally 
binding safeguards agreements with member 
states 



#! safeguards implementation is non-
discriminatory; technically based; effective; and 
implemented as efficiently as possible 

#!nuclear material accountancy the primary basis 
for deriving conclusions on non-diversion of 
declared nuclear material 

#! information stringently protected 
#! safeguards conclusions are independent, 

objective and based on Secretariat’s own findings 
#! findings and conclusions arising from safeguards 

implementation reported by Director General to 
Board of Governors 



#!safeguards can only do what states allow 
#!effectiveness depends on state cooperation 

(information, access, good SSACs) 
#!effectiveness depends on adequate funding 

(zero real growth a constant refrain) 
#!safeguards personnel are professional, 

trained and dedicated 
#!human inspectors most important tool 



#! safeguards not always effective in practice (e.g. difficult to 
detect undeclared materials/facilities; bulk-handling 
facilities difficult to safeguard; some poorly performing 
personnel) 

#! need to be deferential to member states!especially on 
compliance matters 

#! Secretariat needs to protect its carefully husbanded 
autonomy in operating safeguards system 

#! safeguards profile in Agency should not be overplayed 
#! despite non-discrimination principle, safeguards should, 

somehow, be targetable at states of concern 
#! safeguards findings not always taken into account 

‘upstairs’ 
#! Despite Agency’s ‘One House’ policy encouraging 

transparency, knowledge is power 
 



Inspectors 
#! traditional ‘star performers’ 
#! scientific/technical, fact-oriented, apolitical 
#! closely-knit due to shared experiences & vulnerability to member states’ criticism 
#! ‘professionalism marked by tenacity and respect’ (ElBaradei) 
Analysts 
#! relatively new in safeguards 
#! Technical and fact-oriented, but desk-bound and varied backgrounds (political science, 

intelligence, IT) 
#! value all information, not just inspection data, including qualitative (subjective?) 

elements 
Managers 
#! may not have safeguards/inspector backgrounds but managerial 
#! must be concerned with effectiveness, efficiency and strategic planning 
#! must take all factors into account in assessing compliance (including subjective, 

reputational and internal political factors) 
#! operational divisions (ABC) have different cultures to Concepts & Planning; Information 

Management and Technical & Scientific Services 
#! leadership (personality) key to cultural formation/change 
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Artifacts 
Safeguards agreements, nuclear material accountancy, inspections 

 

Espoused values 
Timely detection of diversion of declared material  

 

Basic underlying assumptions  
Diversion the most likely non-compliance scenario; safeguards fit 

for purpose, as non-compliance rare to non-existent  



!! inspectors no longer mere ‘nuclear accountants’ but 
investigatory, interactive and assertive 

!! state-level approach to take into account all sources of 
information on each state 

!! much more integrated, collaborative approach between 
management, analysts, inspectors and laboratories 

!! inspection results fed into inspection planning 
!! open source & intelligence information now acceptable 

(with precautions) 
!! ‘broader conclusion & integrated safeguards a way of 

shifting verification burden from ‘serial compliers’ 
!! states expected to"be much more transparent and 

collaborative 
!! department should foresee long-term proliferation 

challenges via Strategic Plan 
 



!! structures: working groups to engage staff; 
Department reorganized in 2006/7 and 2011; SAL 
integrated; country officers; state evaluation 
groups 

!! approaches & procedures: Strategic Plan; State-
level concept; integration of all-source information 
into evaluation and planning 

!! training: all staff trained in new approaches; 
inspectors trained in soft skills: analysis, 
observation, negotiation, interviewing, legal 
aspects, collaborative analysis, competing 
hypothesis analysis  

!! change management officer appointed for 2 years 



!! IAEA safeguards culture is robust, albeit 
somewhat defensive 

!! artifacts and espoused values generally in line 
with expectations and observed behaviour 

!! cultural change has undoubtedly occurred in 
artifacts and espoused values since Iraq 

!! but how deeply embedded has change been? are 
underlying assumptions in line with artifacts and 
espoused values? 

!! different effects on sub-cultures: management, 
analysts, inspectors 

!! continuing disconnect: public and member state 
expectations of safeguards still exceeds reality 

 



!! seek agreement on definition of safeguards 
culture 

!! commission baseline study of the state of the 
culture, including sub-cultures 

!! put in place ways of periodically monitoring 
health of the culture (cf. nuclear safety and 
security fields) 

!! consider how to manage expectations of 
safeguards 


